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ViaSat’s Mark Dankberg Testifies Before U.S. Senate Committee Regarding Spectrum
U.S. Sen. John Thune (R-S.D.),
Chairman of the Senate Committee
on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation, convened a hearing
titled, “The Commercial Satellite
Industry: What’s Up and What’s
on the Horizon,” on Wednesday,
October 25, 2017.
One of the witnesses at this hearing
was Mr. Mark Dankberg, the Founder
and Chief Executive Officer of ViaSat.
His testimony follows...

We’re now building a third generation
design with nationwide-coverage,
1,000 times the capacity of the typical
satellite in use today, and support for
fiber-like speeds. And we’re designing
even faster versions.
More capacity means better service.
It allows us to keep up with the
growing demand for our services,
provide even more customers at urban
quality offerings, and support the
video-streaming services that Cisco
estimates will represent 82 percent of
internet usage within a few years.

Chairman Thune,
Ranking Member
Nelson, and
Members of the
Committee, I’m
Mark Dankberg,
co-Founder,
Chairman and
CEO of ViaSat.
Thank you for
the chance to
testify on the
U.S. satellite
industry — and
the critical role
it plays in closing the digital divide, in
connecting millions of mobile devices,
and in our national defense.

We see the market work. When our
service is faster than the competition,
people choose ViaSat. This is true not
just in the broadband sector, but also
in the in-flight WiFi sector.

I’ve lived the American entrepreneurial
dream. Since ViaSat started in my
house 31 years ago, we’ve generated
billions in revenue, gone public, and
created almost 5,000 high-paying jobs.

We’ve invested heavily to serve
Americans that others have left
behind. We built our own factory to
allow us to do what no one else was
doing. And we’re actively exporting
this American satellite technology
around the world.

Just six years ago, we started redefining
satellite broadband when it was
apparent that existing technology was
not up to the task. We designed our
first satellite to extend urban-quality
broadband services to rural America,
airlines, and even Air Force One.
That satellite delivered 100 times
the capacity of a typical satellite and
today provides 25 Mbps speeds to
large parts of the nation. Our second
generation design, launched this year,
doubles that capacity, covers the
entire nation, and supports speeds of
up to 100 Mbps.
4

Before us, in-flight WiFi was slow and
expensive, and hardly anyone used it.
We have developed satellite-delivered
WiFi that serves every JetBlue flight
— free to every passenger and with
enough bandwidth to stream video.
It’s so popular, there are often more
connected devices than passengers.
In fact, we connect over two million
personal electronic devices per month
on airplanes. And we have expanded
to United and American fleets.

ViaSat embraces the entrepreneurial
spirit and competes with the largest
companies in the world. There are
now dozens of start-ups in satellite
and space. We believe our success
played a role in inspiring others. And
it is clear that advances in spacecraft
and rockets depend on demand from
commercial satellite operators like us.
But there’s a threat to the ability to
continue this American innovation and
its ability to serve rural America.
SatMagazine — November 2017

Broadband satellites need spectrum to
achieve these goals.
Our technology uses spectrum
extremely efficiently. Last year, we
helped the FCC open the 28 GHz
band for 5G mobile wireless while still
enabling growth in satellite broadband,
by sharing the same spectrum.
Yet, sadly, the FCC’s most recent
NPRM would take spectrum longallocated for satellite growth and
make it available almost exclusively
for terrestrial wireless operations.
This is the 47-52 GHz spectrum that
we have been planning to use on our
satellites in the next five years. Such
a policy decision would pick winners
and losers — and stifle competition.
The problem is not in accommodating
5G — it’s in take spectrum away from
competitive satellite services and
creating exclusivity by regulation.
There’s no technical argument against
spectrum sharing. Since there’s no
technical reason, there’s no policy to
prevent or limit competition, stifle the
ability to bring the best broadband
services to American consumers and
government users, and foreclose the
ability to provide services we can’t
even imagine today.
In sum, the demand for satellite
broadband is at an all-time high,
we are providing a service that is
comparable to urban offerings, and
we’re uniquely suited to serving the
rural Americans that our competitors
have left behind. The key to our ability
to continue to innovate and drive
developments in American technology
is access to adequate spectrum.
ViaSat is committed to serving all
of America. We just the need the
spectrum to do so.
Thank you for the opportunity to appear
before you today to discuss these
important issues. I would be pleased to
answer any questions you might have.
www.commerce.senate.gov/
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Teledata’s Mobile Backhaul Gets Newtec Product Support
Newtec has announced that their
Newtec Dialog® multiservice
platform is being used by publiclyowned telecommunications specialist
Teledata for hundreds of mobile
backhaul (2G, 3G) and banking
application sites across Mozambique.

The platform is also connecting
hundreds of ATMs using Newtec’s
MDM2500 IP Satellite Modem at the
remote sites, as well as providing
back-up connectivity to improve
higher reliability for the regional
bank branches.

The Newtec Dialog platform, with a
HUB 4IF Hub Module (image below) at

Teledata selected the platform due to
the product’s multiservice capabilities
and scalability, which enables Teledata
to serve numerous markets via a
single platform.
Additionally, the jitter and quality
of service performances by Newtec
Dialog allow Teledata to provide a
very high quality backhaul service.
The simple and cost-effective migration
from existing technology to the Newtec
Dialog platform was also a key factor.
Teledata’s services powered by the
Newtec Dialog platform will use two
spot beams on the Intelsat EpicNG
33e Ku-band HTS.
As well as TDMA and SCPC, Newtec
Dialog features the award-winning
return link technology Mx-DMA®,
which delivers the efficiency of SCPC
with the dynamic bandwidth allocation
of TDMA.

its core, will power Teledata’s cellular
backhaul network using Newtec Dialog
modems (MDM3310 Satellite Modem,
image below).
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This means that bandwidth can be
changed and adapted on-demand,
giving more control and increased
efficiency while making it easy

to shift capacity to each site as
required. This is especially useful for
HTS-powered services.
Xavier de Jesus Maria, CEO of Teledata
noted that upgrading the firm’s
networks to a single multiservice
platform using Newtec Dialog enables
Teledata to simplify day-to-day
operations and to deliver reliable
connectivity to a large number of sites
across Mozambique.
He also said that the scalability of
the platform means it can meet the
company’s needs now and in the
future, allowing for flexible operation
and the potential to offer improved
and additional services for customers.
Pieter-Paul Mooijman, Newtec’s
Regional Sales Director Africa, added
that Newtec Dialog’s multiservice
capabilities and high efficiency
have been crucial in the successful
commencement of this project, which
will deliver significant capacity gains to
Teledata by migrating its operations
onto a single platform.
Additionally, he added that the
flexibility provided by the Mx-DMA
return link technology has allowed
the company to better manage the
bandwidth at its cellular backhaul
sites, which will result in significant
cost savings.
www.newtec.eu
Please also see the Newtec feature
that starts on page 22 of this issue.
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Preventing Herd Collisions with Trains — Globalstar to the Reindeer Rescue
Globalstar Europe Satellite
Services Ltd, a wholly owned
subsidiary of Globalstar Inc. and
a leader in satellite messaging
and emergency notification
technologies, announced that the
firm’s technology is at the heart of
the SaveMyReindeer solution.
Developed by specialist animal
tracking provider FindMy, this IoT
solution is designed to prevent
trains from colliding with reindeer in
Norway’s hinterland.
Hundreds of kilometers of Norway’s
railroads, reaching inside the Arctic
Circle, traverse territories inhabited by
the region’s indigenous Sami people,
for whom keeping herds of reindeer as
livestock has for millennia been central
to their culture and economy. These
animals roam free, often migrating
into Sweden and Finland.
Each year, trains kill about 6,500 of the
Nordic region’s 600,000 reindeer, with
an estimated loss in livestock of 8.5
million euros.
In 2016, the Norwegian mapping
authority, Kartverket, sought a solution
as part of the organization’s annual
hackathon series. FindMy emerged as
the winner and SaveMyReindeer was
developed as a proof of concept.
FindMy, formerly known as
FindMySheep, uses the Globalstar
network and the STX3 chipset for their
animal tracking collars and services,
including SaveMyReindeer.
SaveMyReindeer uses data from
the Norwegian Railway Directorate
on the real-time location of each
train combined with open data from
Kartverket to create a moving
geo-fence 40 to 50 km around the train.
By comparing the geo-fence area with
GPS data from FindMy collars already
keeping tabs on reindeer, the system
warns train drivers when they are
approaching the animals.
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Train drivers can either accelerate to
get out of the herd’s way, slow down
or stop the train.
The reindeer owner simultaneously
receives an alert on their smartphone
warning them that their animals may be
in danger, giving them the opportunity
to move the herd out of harm’s way.
As reindeer are herd animals, any
collision with a train can injure as many
as 50 of them at a time.
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Train conductors are authorized
to carry guns to humanely kill any
seriously hurt animals, but soon, that
will no longer be the case. Now, local
authorities will be dispatched to deal
with injured animals.
With SaveMyReindeer, Globalstar’s
satellite network will give these
agencies the precise GPS location of
the incident so they can reach that
area quickly.

Fast and precise positioning with tracking,
amazing 220° azimuth range and 90° elevation
range. Available for a wide range of antennas
with up to 3.8 m reflector.

220°

90°

High Speed... Three Axis Antenna Mount

Accuracy meets Robustness!
Hiltron offers one of the worlds best motorized antenna mounts: SORBAS!
As a leading Satcom systems manufacturer we know the checklist, and we know that the heart
of the system must offer speed, unique accuracy and reliability. We engineered all our
know-how into the ultimate project at a competitive price point and with renowned
German build quality as a must.

Leading SATCOM Systems Manufacturer

info@hiltron.de · www.hiltron.de

As well as fewer reindeer deaths,
preventing collisions reduces the impact
of trauma on train staff and improves
the reliability of the train service.
The SaveMyReindeer system is
now being considered for testing
elsewhere on the Norwegian national
railroad system.
FindMy and Kartverket are also
considering how this system could
make Norway’s highways safer. The
solution could feed warnings to smart
signs — live electronic displays which
indicate optimal speed limits based on
current weather conditions and traffic,
and which mitigate the dangers of
animals roaming onto highways.
“Reindeer husbandry is an ancient
and important element of Norway’s
economy and also hugely significant
in the culture of our indigenous
people,” said Kristin Skjerven, Senior
Advisor with Kartverket. “FindMy’s
IoT solutions are already proven
in protecting sheep and cattle
and SaveMyReindeer holds even
more potential to prevent needless
incidents, while helping the nation’s
railway users suffer fewer disruptions
and improving train staff welfare.”
Halvor Mjoen, Founder of FindMy, said,
“When designing SaveMyReindeer, we
knew that only satellite would give us
the reach we needed in remote regions.
Other requirements were low power
consumption and minimal maintenance
since reindeer live outdoors year-round.
Low cost was also a key requirement
to drive higher volumes of collars, and
allows us to develop new international
markets — Globalstar plays a big part
in making all of this possible. Moreover,
we have only just scratched the surface
as to how IoT can be used; we believe
there will be many more meaningful and
practical applications.”

With hundreds of sheep going missing
each year, in 2012 the Norwegian
government part-funded an initiative
to track farmers’ livestock so they
could understand what is driving the
disappearance of the animals and
eliminate any foul play.
This funding enabled FindMySheep
AS, a Globalstar Value Added
Reseller, to develop their tracking
collar, with a back-office application
that enables the farmer to visualize
the whereabouts of the animals at any
given time.
findmy.no/
About Globalstar’s STX3
Globalstar reduced the size of their
Simplex Transmitter Unit (STX) by
two-thirds to help customers design
and build compact and efficient
communications devices.
Using the Globalstar Simplex data
network, the STX3 allows information
to be transmitted from areas well
beyond the reach of reliable cellular
coverage around the globe.
The STX3 provides additional
opportunities to integrate satellite
connectivity into products used for
vehicle and asset tracking, remote data
reporting and data logger reporting
that have limited size requirements.
Affordable pricing, low power
consumption and the small size make
the STX3 satellite transmitter a highly
efficient device ready for integration in
a wide variety of applications.
The STX3 is a low cost, OEM simplex
module that sends one-way data
messages via the Globalstar Simplex

FindMy was originally established as
FindMySheep, a tracking collar system
using Globalstar technology to protect
free roaming sheep. FindMySheep
deployments have since increased
to over 30,000 units, with 85 percent
worn by sheep, with the remainder
protecting reindeer and cattle in
Norway, Sweden and Finland.
10
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Network when integrated into a tracking
or monitoring device. The STX3 is ideal
for delivering remote sensing, tracking
and monitoring applications.
Globalstar is a major provider of
mobile satellite voice and data
services, leveraging the world’s
most modern mobile satellite
communications network.
Customers around the world in
industries such as government,
emergency management, marine,
logging, oil & gas and outdoor
recreation rely on Globalstar to conduct
their business, maintain peace of mind
and access emergency personnel.
Globalstar data solutions are ideal
for various asset and personal
tracking, data monitoring and
SCADA applications.
The company’s products include
mobile and fixed satellite
telephones, the Sat-Fi satellite
hotspot, Simplex and Duplex satellite
data modems, tracking devices and
flexible service packages.
www.globalstar.com

Second Generation ASAT II™
Multiservice VSAT System

Industry Leading SATCOM
GaN based SSPAs/BUCs
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Jordan’s First Satellite — JY1-SAT — Completes Build with a Royal Touch
The satellite is scheduled to be
launched in the first quarter of next
year and is designed to achieve
educational research objectives in the
first place.
The satellite is also aimed to
promote the Kingdom to tourists
by broadcasting images of touristic
and heritage sites, and communicate
wirelessly with Earth stations around
the world.
The Crown Prince recorded an audio
message at the Nanotechnology
Institute, which will be later uploaded
to the satellite’s memory and
broadcast in space, to be available for
reception by all terrestrial receivers in
the world.

The JY1-SAT team worked on the final stags of the satellite’s integration and were supported in their endeavors by His
Royal Highness Crown Prince Al Hussein bin Abdullah II.

HRH Crown Prince Hussein took
part in the final touches to the
first Jordanian miniature satellite
(JY1-SAT) project, a Royal Court
statement said.
The JY1- SAT was designed and
built by young engineering students
in Jordanian universities under the
supervision of the Crown Prince
Foundation (CPF).

His Highness, who made a visit
to the Nanotechnology Institute,
participated in the installation of the
last piece of the mini satellite, which
comes within CPF’s “Masar” initiative
aimed to guide young people
toward space science and related
research, and provide training and
research opportunities in the field of
satellite engineering and design of
space missions.
The Masar
Initiative at
the Jordan
University of
Science and
Technology
received the
satellite as part
of the JY1SAT program
under the
Crown Prince
Foundation
through the
Innovation
Solutions in
Space (ISIS)
and AMSATUK and AMSAT
Netherlands.

12
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The satellite carries the name JY1-SAT
to commemorate His Majesty the Late
King Hussein, for his radio call was JY1.
His Highness listened to a
presentation by Masar initiative
organizer Sanad Haddad who said
that the plan was proposed by
Jordanian students who participated
in the first batch of the cooperation
program with NASA.
The interns had suggested the design
and launch of the first Jordanian
satellite cubesat.
Haddad said that the smallsat is the
first Jordanian experience in the
space world and the only Arab minisatellite that was designed and built
locally by 19 students, academics and
consultants from various engineering
fields in Jordanian universities.
The President of The Jordan University
of Science and Technology (JUST),
Omar Jarrah, briefed the Prince on the
university’s global and local achievements.

InfoBeam
Spacecom Returns to SpaceX for Two Satellite Launches
The explosion of SpaceX’s Falcon
9 rocket last year that destroyed
the Spacecom’s Amos 6 Israeli
communications satellite has
apparently not soured the firm from a
new business agreement with SpaceX.
Spacecom Satellite Communications
Ltd. (TASE:SCC) has signed two new
launch agreements with SpaceX.
The satellites to be launched, the
Amos 17 and Amos 8, which will be
launched over the next three years,
are designed to enable SpaceCom to
expand the services it sells.
The Amos 17, which Spacecom
purchased from Boeing to replace the
Amos 5, will be the first launch. The
Amos 5 was lost in space in November
2015 and all contact with it was lost.
Russian company JSC Reshetnev built
the Amos 5 satellite for Spacecom.

This satellite will tackle the tasks that
had been previously designed to be
handled by Amos 6, that being comms
services to areas of Africa.

The Amos 17 satellite (artistic
rendition above, courtesy of Boeing),
with a life expectancy of 19 years, is
slotted to launch during the second
quarter of 2019.
Under this agreement signed by both
firms, the Amos 17 launch will be free
of charge, as the Israeli company had
already paid for the Amos 6 launch —
that event did not occur, due to the
explosion two days prior to the launch
that was to carry the satellite to orbit.
The second portion of the agreement
with SpaceX is focused on Amos 8.

The Amos 8 launch is scheduled for
the second half of 2020 and will also
be pushed into orbit by a SpaceX
Falcon 9 rocket.
According to Spacecom, the company
will pay SpaceX — at most — $62
million for the Amos 8 launch.
SpaceX, according to this agreement,
will invest in a third party insurance
policy to cover liabilities that may
occur for third party damage during
the launch, or for any untoward events
that may develop during launch
preparations for that launch, according
to the rules of the U.S. Federal
Aviation Authority.
Article sourced from GLOBES.

SUPERIOR SATELLITE ENGINEERS
• Designed specifically for the popular
Series 8345 4.5M
• Tripod mount for outstanding
stability
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• Optional resolver based positioning
• 5-ton Joyce Dayton actuators
• 90V DC motors
See us at NAB – Outdoor Booth #OE814
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The Advice to Nigeria is... Sell Off Nigcomsat-1R
The federal government of Nigeria
has been advised to sell off the
country’s satellite, Nigcomsat-1R, to
the private sector.

Hosea stated that since 2003, the
federal government had spent about
N85 billion on the five satellites,
which were meant to provide
communication, data and satellite
images for government agencies and
the private sector. He said that this
was with the aim of saving billions
of foreign exchange and generating
revenues estimated at 20 billion
dollars for the country.

In a report published by The Nation
(thenationonlineng.net/) and posted
by Ibrahim Apekhade Yusuf, making
this appeal recently was Mr. Adebayo
Banjo, the Chief Executive Officer of
the Disc Group of companies.
Speaking in an interview in Lagos,
Nigeria, the technocrat stated that
handing over the satellite to the
private sector would allow for better
management and proper utilization
within the country and in Africa.
“Government should sell it to private
concerns even if it means a certain per
cent of the bandwidth is reserved for
government use,” he said, and then
he queried, “What other option is
there? Remember that a satellite has
a fixed lifespan, and as the years pass,
its value reduces. If the private sector
put money into it, they will not only
want to get their investment back, but
make profit and this can only be done
by utilizing the satellite.”
According to Mr. Banjo, those
managing the satellite have not
marketed its services well; hence, the
poor patronage. The former president
of the Nigeria Internet Group (NIG)
said that those managing the satellite
forgot that customers had other
choices apart from Nigcomsat-1R.
“Perhaps that is why they want to pass
a law to force government institutions
to patronize them. Why do we always
want to force things — business
does not work like that — make your
services reliable and competitive,”
Banjo added.
The Nigerian House of Representatives
is considering a law to compel patronage
of Nigcomsat-1R by Ministries,
Departments and Agencies (MDAs).

14

Artistic rendition of Nigeria’s Nicomsat-1R satellite.

The House of Representatives
in its sitting recently had asked
the Committee on Information
Communication Technology (ICT)
to investigate the cause of nonpatronage of the multi-billion satellite.
The resolution was reached following
a motion moved by Hon. Danasabe
Hosea, representing Gashaka, Kurmi
and Sardauna Federal Constituency
of Taraba state (PDP). His motion
was entitled: ‘Need to Investigate
the Non- Patronage of the Nigerian
Communications Satellite Ltd.
(NIGCOMSAT).’
The lawmaker recalled how the
federal government contracted
Kosmo–3m Rocket from Russian
Plesetsk Spaceport to launch its first
EO satellite, the Nigeria Sat-1, on
September 17, 2003, at the cost of
30 million dollars. Hosea noted that
Nigcomsat-1 communications satellite
was launched in 2007 in China at the
cost of N200 million, but failed in orbit
in 2008 after running out of power,
owing to an anomaly in the craft’s
solar array.
While Nigcomsat-IR was re-launched
in 2011 at no extra cost, Nigeria Sat2 and Nigeria Sat X satellites, built
at a cost of 35 million dollars, were
launched the same year.
NigComSat-IR has a service life of at
least 15 years and is designed to meet
the needs of telecommunications,
broadcasting, broadband, security and
other communications solutions within
the African, European and
Asian markets.
SatMagazine — November 2017

“However, they were always capable
of offering same services as any
other offshore service provider. The
multi-billion naira communication
satellites are under-utilized in space
due to low patronage by government
agencies and private companies. They
continue to spend money running into
billions of naira to procure satellite
images from other service providers,
services which Nigeria’s satellite could
supply, thereby depleting our foreign
reserves,” he said.
Hosea argued that government
MDAs have a mandate to patronize
NigComSat Ltd. and National Space
Research and Development Agency
(NASRDA), which manages Nigeria’s
LEOs satellites as a way of conserving
the billions of naira being expended
unpatriotically.
An informative study is also available
for viewing at the VeryNaija online
news and community portal that’s
focused on promoting the Nigerian
brand — the report is entitled
Why Government Agencies Prefer
Foreign Satellites To NIGCOMSAT
and may be reached at verynaija.
com/2017/09/11/governmentagencies-prefer-foreign-satellitesnigcomsat-study/.

InfoBeam
Eutelsat Procures NOORSAT
Eutelsat Communications (NYSE
Euronext Paris: ETL) has acquired
NOORSAT, one of the leading
satellite service providers in the
Middle East, from Bahrain’s Orbit
Holding Group.
Established in 2004, NOORSAT is a
distributor of Eutelsat capacity in the
Middle East.

Michel Azibert, Eutelsat Chief
Commercial and Development Officer,
said that NOORSAT’s capabilities
and market knowledge will further
consolidate the firm’s longstanding
position in the dynamic Middle East
video market.

He added that by integrating
NOORSAT’s service platform and
teams, Eutelsat is underlining the
company’s commitment to serving
customers in one of the key markets
within in the firm’s global footprint.
eutelsat.com/

The company serves blue-chip
customers and provides services for
more than 300 TV channels almost
exclusively from Eutelsat’s marketleading Middle East and North Africa
neighborhoods at 7/8 degrees West
and 25.5 degrees East.
The acquisition of NOORSAT fits
with Eutelsat’s broader strategy
of streamlining distribution within
selected core video neighborhoods
where the company can create value.
This acquisition will allow Eutelsat to
strengthen the long term commercial
development of the firm’s marketleading video positions in the Arabic
world and increase its direct access to
end-customers, facilitating stimulation
of HDTV take-up and the upselling of
incremental video services.

Scale to New Heights

Eutelsat has acquired 100 percent
of NOORSAT for a consideration of
US$75 million, debt free and cash free.
The acquisition will add upwards
of US$15 million to Eutelsat’s
consolidated revenues on an
annualized basis after the elimination
of the capacity leased by Eutelsat
from NOORSAT.
There will be a slightly dilutive impact
on Eutelsat’s EBITDA margin to be
absorbed within the firm’s current
margin objectives.

Our Heights™ Networking Platform combines unparalleled horsepower, efficiency and intelligence, and was
designed with the service provider and its multi-user environments in mind. The globally accepted platform has
been adopted by service providers scaling to new heights by providing elevated Quality of Experience across
demanding applications, including:
• Increasing transaction volumes of corporate banking & mining customers using High Throughput Satellites
• Aiding global connectivity for embassies
• Powering high-speed railway communications
• Enabling Mobile Network Operators to expand 3G/4G LTE services & reach remote areas using High
Throughput Satellites
• Facilitating secure communications for international government entities
All of this has been made possible with the Heights Networking Platform.
Contact us today. We are ready to evaluate how our unique feature set can provide you with the industry’s highest
user throughput, highest availability, and most optimal resource utilization.

+1.480.333.2200
sales@comtechefdata.com
www.comtechefdata.com
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InfoBeam
Orbit Communications is Providing a Foundation for EnduroSat
EnduroSat’s business turns satellites
into consumer products. The company
promises configuration in a matter
of minutes and delivery in a matter
of days for their full range of 10 cm
smallsats and related accessories,
along with a full warranty.
EnduroSat Founder and CEO, Raycho
Raychev, said his firm is proud to
partner with Orbit, whose team
showed great professionalism and
understanding of their needs.
Orbit’s Gaia 100 satellite-tracking
ground station system will enable new
capabilities for EnduroSat and take
them another step forward toward
realizing their vision.
Eitan Livneh, CEO of Orbit, added
that his company is delighted to
be working with a young, dynamic
company such as EnduroSat.
Livneh continued that they are big
believers in smallsats and hope to
share in their success — due, in part,
to visionaries like Raycho — for years
to come.
Orbit Communicatin’s Gaia 100 ground station system.

A veteran provider of precision
tracking-based communications
solutions and airborne
communications management
systems is providing their expertise
with a turnkey solution for new
dynamic startup company — the final
product will be delivered in 2018.

in Sofia, Bulgaria, placed an initial
order for Orbit’s 4.5 meter Gaia 100
system to serve as the foundation for
its satellite-tracking ground stations.

Orbit Communications Systems Ltd.
(TASE: ORBI) announced that cubesat
developer, EnduroSat, headquartered

Established in 2015 in Sofia, Bulgaria,
EnduroSat designs, builds and spacequalifies next-generation cubesat
modules and platforms for missions
ranging from Low Earth Orbit (LEO) to
solar system exploration.

Delivery of the system, which includes
installation and support, is expected in
Q1 of 2018.

With a focus on swarm satellite
applications and inter-satellite
connectivity, the EnduroSat team’s goal
is to take CubeSats far beyond LEO.
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Gaia 100 is a small-footprint, highperformance series of remote-sensing
ground stations for real-time data
capture from LEO or MEO satellites.
Built to withstand harsh environmental
conditions, its key features include:
• Real-time data capture without any
delay or reliance on third parties
• Significant cost-efficiency over
legacy ground stations
• Easy installation and support for
2.4- to 4.5-meter antennas
• Flexible deployment, e.g., on
the roof or a building, atop a rig
platform or in an open field
orbit-cs-usa.com/

InfoBeam
Yahsat Announces the GITEX Student Winners
Yahsat and Dubai World Trade
Centre (DWTC) hosted the Student
Lab award ceremony, which was
held on the October 12 at GITEX
(www.gitex.com/) — the top three
winners were announced by
the organizations.
The Student Lab competition is
designed to give an opportunity to
students from UAE, and across the
world, to present their innovative ICT
solutions to a VIP expert panel.
The purpose of the Student Lab is to
recognize and promote innovation
and creativity among students in the
fields of communications technology,
engineering, science and computing.
The first prize winner, announced on
Thursday by Muna Almheiri, Yahsat’s
Chief Human Capital Officer, is
Sarthak Sethi, a young Indian
student entrepreneur who received a
cash prize of AED 50,000 for winning
the competition.
Yahsat will also provide the winner
with an all expenses paid trip to
Kourou in French Guiana to attend the
launch of Al Yah 3.
The winning project was a revolutionary
device called ThumbFi that aims to
simplify control of various devices by
literally bringing control to the fingertips.
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ThumbFi eliminates the need to use
multiple remote controls to control
lights, fans, TVs, cars, mobile phones
and other Bluetooth-enabled devices,
placing them conveniently into one
simple app.
Sarthak Sethi said, “I would like to
thank the panel for picking me as
the winner of this year’s Student Lab
competition. I really feel honored that
out of 65 submissions, my project
has been awarded the first prize. I
would like to thank all sponsors of
the Student Lab competition, and
in particular, Yahsat, for being so
generous to invite me to attend the
launch of Al Yah 3 in Kourou, which I
am very excited about. Today marks
a significant milestone in my personal
life and professional career, and my
motivation is stronger than ever to
drive further change in the ICT sector.”
The second cash prize of AED 40,000
has been awarded to a young group
of Emirati women, Nouf Fadel Alsaedi,
Fatima Hareb Alneyadi, and Mouza
Nasser Alahbabi, who created a smart
robotic arm.
The product is designed with the aim
of assisting post-stroke patients with
their recovery and to help enhance
their ability to perform their usual
daily activities.
Fatima Ahmed Alshaali, a young
Emirati lady, is the proud third
winner, receiving a cash prize of AED
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30,000 for designing and developing
a one-of-a-kind iOS game. The Silent
Fairy game is supported on both iPad
and iPhone.
The committee received more than
65 submissions from across the world,
including the UAE, USA, Germany
and India. In total, 24 projects were
shortlisted by a committee comprising
high-profile industry leaders,
associations and partners and invited
to present their projects to technology
leaders and professionals at the
Student Lab showcase area.
Muna Almheiri, Chief Human Capital
Officer at Yahsat, said that human
capital is the most valuable asset
at Yahsat and the company will
continue to look for ways to invest in
young talent — these three winners
are invited to complete an internship
at Yahsat to further develop their
skills and shadow experienced
Emirati and international engineers
and ICT professionals.
www.yahsat.com/
www.dwtc.com/

InfoBeam
Helicopter SATCOM Delivered by IAI/ELTA
Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI) has been awarded a
significant contract by a key customer for delivering
an advanced SATCOM network system.
The contract includes several
dozens of airborne terminals
and ground segments for
medium and heavy lift
helicopters.

CPI GaN BUCs

for your mission-critical applications

This is a follow on contract
from the customer,
which previously bought
SATCOM terminals which
were successfully installed
and operated onboard
attack helicopters.
The ELK-1891 SATCOM
network is the latest technology developed by ELTA
Systems Ltd., a group and subsidiary of IAI (IAI/ELTA).
IAI/ELTA’s SATCOM solutions were displayed at the
Combat Helicopter Show in Krakow, Poland, in October.
According to the company, the innovative ELK-1891 Kuband SATCOM network was selected for its exceptional
performance on rotary wing platforms. ELTA has
developed a unique capability for enabling helicopter
rotor penetration by mitigating rotor masking.
Furthermore, the system offers high spectral efficiency
and Low Probability of Intercept (LPI) capabilities, as
well as relatively minor integration and installation
requirements on-board the helicopter.
The system enables Voice and IP data transmission and
includes a 30 cm dish antenna, High Power Amplifier
(HPA), modem and interface to the aircraft avionics.
Nissim Hadas, IAI Executive VP & ELTA President,
reported that ELTA has gained vast experience in
designing, integrating and installing ELK-1891 SATCOM
systems on board various helicopters. These systems are
operational for many years with air forces worldwide.
A few hundred systems are in service and supported
by IAI/ELTA — the firm’s expertise has been gained
through extensive efforts of working together with
the platform manufacturers and end users — this is an
important contract for ELTA, which proves the maturity
and reliability of this SATCOM product.
www.iai.co.il/

The last word in GaN BUCs
from the first name in HPAs.
• Excellent choice for maritime, oil
and gas, milsatcom, IFE, SOTM,
and other uplink applications.

80 W Ku-band BUC

• Lighter and smaller packages than
comparable GaAs-powered BUCs
• Longer life and a better ROI than
comparable GaAs-powered BUCs

160 W Ka-band BUC

Download our new app!
Search: CPI Satcom

CPI Satcom Products | www.cpii.com | +1 (650) 846-3803
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Connecting Africa Through Satellite Communications
A Yahsat Focus

A

ccording
to
the
GSMA
Association,
approximately 50 percent of the population of
Africa — meaning 600 million people — do not
have access to a mobile broadband service.

In virtually every other part of the planet, a level of connectivity
is becoming ubiquitous, especially in urban areas.
Africa presents a unique geographical challenge that
has so far limited the reach of telecoms services in rural
locations and sections of the major cities. Allied to this
are the challenges from a social and political point of view
where entry into some particular markets can be difficult for
a range of reasons, making it challenging to deploy fixedline, mobile or satellite communications.
This year, 2017, marks the 10th anniversary for Yahsat, a
UAE-based satellite operator that currently operates in 28
countries across the Middle East, Africa, South West and
Central Asia. To date, the company has installed more than
51,000 terminals.
A major part of the company’s strategy is to help connect
Africa with YahClick, the leading satellite broadband Kaband service provided by Yahsat, seen as the number one
satellite internet provider in Africa. The company is getting
ready for the launch of its third satellite — Al Yah 3 —
resulting in significantly expanding YahClick ‘s footprint in
Africa and making a first-time entry into the Brazilian market.
The highly-anticipated Al Yah 3 will present a Ka-band
payload with 58 spot beams that will provide services for 60
percent of the African population. Once operational, Al Yah
3 will join the satellite’s predecessors, which are currently
serving parts of Africa, enabling millions of people access to
digital services for the first time.
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SATCOM Helping Rural Communities Today
Yahsat has deployed satellite communications to great
effect in South Africa. The Eastern Cape covers 65,000
square miles, much of which is covered by incredibly diverse
and rugged countryside that’s home to numerous small,
rural communities.
Due to the remoteness of many of these South African towns,
there is a huge reliance on local resources to provide quality
educational tools. Central to these efforts are the community
libraries that will often play host to workshops and training
schemes for people in the area. Traditionally, incorporating
digital tools has been difficult because connectivity can be
patchy or simply does not exist.
To help solve this problem, YahClick teamed with VOX and
The National Library to provide satellite broadband internet
services to more than 200 public libraries in the Eastern
Cape, reaching a population of over six million people. Due
to YahClick’s ability to deploy without the need to worry
about the terrestrial restrictions encountered within these
areas, the company was able to connect these important
libraries at a fraction of the cost of what using fiber in the
ground would total.
Solving Healthcare Issues
Across Africa, the access to healthcare services has been a
problem that has plagued the region for decades. Delivering
the services that are needed can be difficult as there simply
is not enough medical expertise on the ground to help
diagnose and treat patients, particularly so in the isolated
areas of the continent. There have also been enormous
challenges surrounding the manner in which patients’
medical records are shared to ensure consistency of care.
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services and treatment have become quicker and
offer less expensive options for communications
deployment by local authorities. Most importantly,
this technological change in the organization of
healthcare in the area has resulted in a major
reduction in mortality rates.
What The Future Might Bring...
The expansion of education and healthcare services
will be extremely important to the communities that will
soon experience enhanced connectivity, thanks to the
Al Yah 3 satellite.

Kiambu County is one of the 47 counties in Kenya. Some 40
percent of the residents of the county live in rural areas and
are currently being served by 98 public healthcare facilities.
Out of the healthcare facilities that are designated to provide
services in the county, there are 30 health centers dedicated
to providing wider healthcare services to residents.
One of these healthcare centers is the NGEWA health
center, which offers outpatient and maternity services. For
health centers such as NGEWA, it is essential for them to
stay in touch with other facilities, ensuring patients receive
the correct care based on the most accurate information.
As communication between the centers was becoming
increasingly critical, there was a desire to connect dozens of
urban and rural healthcare facilities to deliver a more joinedup approach to providing care to these residents.
Part of the communications requirement was to install a system
that could share important information, such as patients’
medical history, inventory management for drugs, and to
track staff on the ground to ensure care coverage when nurses
or doctors are on leave and their absence is factored into the
deployment of services. The access to telecommunication
services would enable each center to share best practice tips
and advice for the challenging situations faced by medical
staff via teleconferencing facilities.
Through the implementation of new software and the
delivery of YahClick services, healthcare facilities are now
able to share crucial information. This helps them to manage
patient inquiries and to handle simpler cases in the clinics
without referring such cases to specialist consultants.
This saves time and results in major cost savings for the
patients who are seeking healthcare services. For instance,
most of the local farmers can now receive medical assistance
without the necessity of traveling long distances for checkups or consultations.
Today, approximately 10,000 daily patients are provided
with healthcare services in the county, thanks to improved
communication between healthcare facilities. Meanwhile

In the years to come, telehealth will become far
more commonplace. Patients in the most remote
locations may be able to use a digital medical
service to help diagnose cases without the necessity
to visit a medical expert. In some cases, a consultation could
be carried out via a smartphone or a tablet, which will also
reduce the amount of time doctors and nurses formerly
spent on travel.
Connectivity will also enhance education. Entire lesson
plans, teaching materials and e-learning seminars will be
made available far more easily. Teachers will be able to plan
entire school years by accessing a central terminal where
all of the digital tools they will need to plan a semester of
training becoming available to them.
Students, too, will be able to gain greater access to the
internet for research projects and homework. They will also
be able to submit work through online portals, decreasing
the reliance on paper and books, thereby ultimately reducing
the cost for local education authorities.
However, educational and healthcare services may be the
tip of the iceberg for the benefits Africa experiences as the
continent becomes more connected.
One such benefit could be the way in which Africans receive
banking services. According to the latest estimates from
The World Bank, Africa leads the world in mobile money
accounts. Just 2 percent of adults worldwide have a mobile
money account, compared to 12 percent of adults in SubSaharan Africa.
As the availability of connectivity increases, the use of
mobile banking and FinTech solutions may increase in
popularity, helping underserved rural communities to access
the traditional banking services that are available to the rest
of the world.
To learn more about YahClick and the work the service is
carrying out in Africa today, please access the following link
below to watch a short video about some the company’s
other work around the world:
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=cn2nLIyM9O4&feature=youtu.be
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Connecting the Unconnected by Satellite: From Mobiles to Money

P

by
Jo de Loor, Market Director for HTS and Enterprise, Newtec; Semir Hassanaly, Market Director Cellular Backhaul and Trunking, Newtec;
Kerstin Roost, Strategic Marketing and Public Relations Director, Newtec

roviding ubiquitous, always-on broadband in
rural and hard-to-reach areas can be challenging
but is essential to ensure consumers and
businesses can access vital services that people
in more urban parts of the world now take for granted.

With a vast geographical footprint, Africa is an area where
Internet Service Providers (ISPs) face difficulties connecting
their customers via terrestrial infrastructure, such as fiber,
which would be both logistically complex to deploy and not
economically justifiable for many countries on the continent.
Here, satellite-based solutions provide the answer —
but with service providers having to meet demand from
business and residential customers for multiple services,
this can lead to complex infrastructures with high operating
expenses (OPEX).
In order to ensure they serve their customers in an efficient
way, operators should consider migrating their operations
to one multiservice platform to allow them to serve
numerous markets at the same time and grow their network
with their business.
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Capitalizing on Cellular Backhaul
With mobile operators in emerging markets under pressure
to extend their services in rural areas, mobile connectivity
is one market wherein ISPs would do well to capitalize by
providing cellular or, as you might say, ‘mobile’ backhaul.
In remote areas, satellite backhaul is often the only mobile
transport available, providing reliability and quick service
roll-out. However, satellite backhaul also brings increased
latency and operational costs which must be mitigated with
the correct solutions.
As user habits change, the demand for 4G backhaul is also
growing, bringing further complexities when it comes to
providing backhaul. Carrying the promise of a true mobile
broadband experience, 4G is delivering higher speeds with
more cost-effective equipment, blurring the lines between
cellular and WiFi. However, 4G consumption of significant
volumes of data brings with it an added need for efficiency
and enhanced Quality of Experience (QoE) for the end user.
At the same time, services must still cater for those using 2G
and 3G for voice and basic data.
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This comes at a cost — many ISPs won’t be willing to commit
to these expenses as they look to lower their OPEX all the
while continuing to guarantee the necessary bandwidth
for their customers. This can be achieved by balancing the
return link between the service availability and efficiency of
SCPC with the flexibility of TDMA.

Newtec’s Mx-DMA technology, for example, combines the
efficiency of SCPC with the dynamic bandwidth allocation of
TDMA, ensuring that all the traffic is accommodated at each
remote base station while multiplexing the bandwidth very
efficiently between these remotes to decrease OPEX.
By adapting real-time
network
conditions
through seamless and
continuous
adjustment
of the entire carrier plan,
Mx-DMA also ensures
that the highest Quality of
Service (QoS) is available
at all mobile base stations
with the lowest jitter and
delay, meaning any mobile
traffic is guaranteed the
best service at any time.
By using this technology,
satellite
backhaul
is
repositioned for maximized
efficiency, leveraging MxDMA to support the widest
range of the required
mobile services.
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Boosting Banking Services
The financial market is another key sector for ISPs to
target, with reliable and secure connectivity for banks now
more important than ever to provide a link between the
institution’s headquarters, data centers and branches, as
well as connect ATMs and Point of Sales (PoS) transactions.
At the same time, innovations such as mobile payments and
mobile banking are increasingly shifting the focus from the
traditional financial institutions network toward connectivitybased applications, especially in emerging markets.

A VSAT technology which blends easily into existing IT
networks is also desirable, as is maximal virtual private
networking flexibility, Layer 3 routing, Layer 2 networking
and Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPSL) over the
satellite links.
Newtec’s solution combines these elements with
sophisticated Quality of Service management, as well
as optimal connectivity for delay- and jitter-sensitive
applications such as voice and ATM transactions.

Unreliable or unavailable connectivity for corporate
applications and systems potentially causes revenue
loss, increased operational cost and reduced
customer satisfaction for financial institutions.
Satellite-based connectivity can be used to
complement the terrestrial infrastructure to ensure
good business continuity at reasonable cost or
provide high availability back-up. In regions where
connectivity options are limited, satellite can easily
provide reliable and secure network connectivity to
any remote location within its footprint.
Any network needs to assure full security of data and
transactions through encryption and meet corporate
requirements and financial industry best practices, such
as the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standards
(PCI-DSS).
24
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The on-board Mx-DMA means that bandwidth can be
changed and adapted on-demand, giving more control and
increased efficiency while making it easy to shift capacity to
each site as required, which is especially important for HTSpowered services.
Publicly-owned telecommunications specialist Teledata is
among Service Providers already using Newtec Dialog and its
Mx-DMA technology, after it recently upgraded its network
to reduce the number of
platforms it uses to just
one. Teledata is using the
platform for hundreds of
mobile backhaul (2G, 3G)
and banking application
sites across Mozambique.
The
cellular
backhaul
network is also using the
MDM3310 Satellite Modem,
while hundreds of ATMs
will be connected using
MDM2500
IP
Satellite
Modems. The services will
use two spot beams on
the Intelsat EpicNG 33e
Ku-band High Throughput
Satellite (HTS).

This future-proof set-up is enabled by Newtec Dialog and
remote modem portfolio which can be scaled to hundreds
of thousands of remote locations. On-board satellite
technologies, such as DVB-S2X and Mx-DMA, provide
unprecedented bandwidth efficiency, resulting in the lowest
possible OPEX while at the same time assuring the best-inclass service reliability.
The Best of Both Worlds
Of course, with the satellite industry continuing to go through
a period of uncertainty and the most profitable markets of
the future being hard to predict, operators might find it
difficult to make a choice between which of these profitable
markets to target.
The good news is, no choice is necessary as a multiservice
platform like Newtec Dialog enables ISPs to serve numerous
markets via one platform. This simplifies infrastructures and
day-to-day operations, brings gains in capacity and lowers
OpEx, while the platform’s scalability enables businesses to
operate flexibly and have the potential to offer improved
and additional services to customers.

“Upgrading our networks
to a single multiservice
platform using Newtec
Dialog enables us to
simplify our day-to-day
operations and to deliver
The installed Newtec Dialog® hub, which
reliable connectivity to
powers Teledata’s ATM and cellular backhaul
network across Mozambique to provide web
a large number of sites access and file transfer capability via two HTS
spot beams. Photo is is courtesy of Teledata.
across Mozambique. The
scalability of the platform
means it can meet our needs both now and in the future,
allowing us to operate flexibly and have the potential to
offer improved and additional services for our customers,”
said Xavier de Jesus Maria, the CEO of Teledata.
Preparing for the Future
As the landscape in Africa and the satellite industry continues
to change radically, with new technologies and applications
changing consumer behavior and the advent of HTS, it will
be crucial for ISPs to provide a wide offering that caters to
both residential and business customers.
This used to mean cumbersome, standalone platforms for
each service but with the advent of multi-service, numerous
markets such as high-value ones like cellular backhaul and
banking, can now be addressed by one platform, allowing
ISPs to tap into new opportunities and continue to be
relevant to new and existing customers.
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The Forrester Report: Broadcasting’s Hot Topics @ IBC
8K, IP, VR-AR-MR and FANG* all hit the headlines...

I

by Chris Forrester, Senior Contributor

BC is a very different broadcasting show to NAB (and
extremely different from CES) — nevertheless, this
year’s bash (from September 14-19) attracted almost
60,000 visitors and was the centerpiece for hundreds
of companies who presented their latest camera, edit
suites, workflow solution and more than a few widgets
and gadgets.

SES set the scene by drawing attention to what Deepak
Mathur, SVP at the satellite operator, said, that the market
for video capacity was thriving. “We are entering the Golden
Age of video,” said Mathur, adding that content consumption
is exploding, with an increasing appetite for — at least — HD
and that there was plenty of untapped potential in digital
markets as they converted from analog TV.
Mathur quoted a recent study by Ampere Analysis which
forecast a $90 billion growth in incremental video revenues
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over the next five years, with two-thirds
of this growth coming from linear TV. He
said that the number of TV channels now
available was about 42,000, with that
number growing to about 50,000 globally
by 2024.
“While video was 50% of internet traffic two years ago, it
will grow to some 81% by 2021. And while typical video
consumption of those adults over 35 years-of-age — overall
— was about 28 hours per week, millennials were consuming
much more, at about 34 hours/week, with 46% of their
consumption via VoD.”
While processing video was the backbone of the show, there
were numerous additional ‘hot topics’ — none hotter than VR
(Virtual Reality), AR (Augmented Reality) and MR (Mixed Reality).
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Panelists at IBC’s ‘Leaving the Hype Behind’ session
agreed that there was still some distance to go with these
various “realities.”
Ed Tang, Founder/CTO at Avegant and the business behind
the Glyph headset and complimentary technology, said that
as exciting as the industry is today, in reality it is at the same
stage of development as the early Motorola ‘brick’ mobile
phones. “But we are moving very rapidly forward.”
That progress was demonstrated in a powerful presentation
by Leen Segers (Co-founder/CE at LucidWeb), who told
delegates that some 490 million euros of European investment
cash had been raised in the past year and that there were 487
companies in Europe working in the VR/AR/MR space.

“Things are getting better. And 360 is totally underestimated,
and super-interesting,” she said.
The general question of disruption in
TV-land was addressed head on by
Brian Sullivan (President/COO, Digital
Consumer Group, Fox Networks) who
told delegates that disruption was
perfectly natural. “Once, consumers
had all the power. They watched 3 TV
channels without a fee and saw great
entertainment. Cable changed that
paradigm, then came VHS tapes and
DVD forcing another change.

“And it isn’t just start-ups. Players such as Barco and Zeiss
are extremely active, as are studios, media, education,
distribution, gaming, social media, sport and healthcare
as well as the high-profile hardware producers,”
Segers noted.

“Then came TiVo and PVRs, which gave consumers greater
control but at an overall cost of almost $100 a month. Then
came the streamers, and consumers saw that they could get
all this seemingly wonderful content at less than $10 a month.
Today, in the US there are more than 200 of these content
aggregators, but what’s happened to the ‘missing’ $90?”

She did admit there were problems, not helped by low
penetration and fragmented distribution. She demonstrated
the number of keystrokes needed to get to content on some
apps and also said that for some consumers, getting the
hardware to link with the content was a challenge.

He explained that his task at ‘Fox Now’ was to start from
scratch and put the power back into the consumer’s
hands. “We have moved from about 17 different
networks to just 5. One of the problems is [TV] rights and
their screening windows.
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“There is pain for some players, and many channels will not
make it because demands have changed. There really isn’t a
need for sub-genres of this or that channel, because we are
showing everything in a very easy to access UI.”
Sullivan is also a board director at Hulu and was asked about
his feelings toward Netflix and Amazon Video.
“Netflix is a spectacular service at a spectacular price. We,
the studios, created it with our content. But, like the other
studios, we will review the shows they screen on a case by
case basis. As for Amazon, they are obviously important and
I have little doubt that one of these days they’ll be running
a global government. [Jeff] Bezos is an amazing character.”
He touched on the threats from social media-based
platforms and admitted everyone was still learning. “If we
knew how we could monetize in the Social Media world, we
would. Personally, I don’t think long-form video works on
social media where the average time spent watching any
video is about three seconds.”
Sullivan also addressed VR and the other emerging
technologies,and said he had always been a fan of 3D and
just look what happened to that technology “Like everyone,
we are learning and we are investors in the concept.”
Those Social Media platforms were very much a
‘hot topic.’ Denmark’s Modern Times Group’s
CEO Kim Poder has appealed to existing
broadcast networks to keep a close eye on fast
changing patterns of video consumption and
adapt to the new ways in which audiences
want to consume video. “It’s important to
remember there are a lot of competitors
coming in so don’t be a fat cat and sit on
your hands — but change your business models and adapt
to new audiences.”
Poder advised broadcasters needed to keep an increasingly
close eye on the way in which video is being watched,
particularly among millennial viewers who are consuming
larger amounts of video on mobile and social platforms and
are investing less time with traditional broadcast platforms.
Facebook product director Daniel Danker, who
also delivered an opening Keynote address
at IBC, said that video was “exploding” on
Facebook, with video content making up 50%
of all the company’s mobile data traffic. “We
expect it to grow to 75% in the next five years,”
said Danker.
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However, Facebook, and the other social platforms came in
for some heavyweight criticism, not least of which was for their
hosting — and promotion — of so-called Fake News. Nabil
Wakim, Head of Editorial Innovation at French news-daily Le
Monde told delegates that Facebook’s fact-checking simply
does not work. “We are part of the ‘Hoax Busters’ initiative,
and try and debunk these stupid stories. But it is depressing
how well Facebook works. 100 false stories reached more
than 4 million readers, and while most were on politics there
were also stories on health, about dangerous cancer cures
that simply do not work.”
Derl McCrudden, Head of News/
International Video at Associated Press,
argued that the problem was more than
just Facebook. “They are an echochamber for false news. But simply by
checking and reporting on the truth
we can end up giving a story extra life.
We are facing a societal problem. A true
crisis. But we are not the policeman of
the internet.”
Staying with news, there was an
impressive panel (‘Live is Dead,
Long Live Live’) where the panelists were unanimous in
urging broadcasters, not just in the news segment, but
directly across the entertainment spectrum, to embrace
mobile technology.
“Live can be done now, or differently,
better and even with others,” said
BBC North’s Tim Sargeant. “We have
to break out of the expensive gallerybased facility and do things differently
and with the new tool-sets that are
cheap and with rich features. We need to
use this complementary world, with more
self-streaming from journalists and also
working with partners from other reputable
organizations, tapping into their output.”
Glen Mulcahy (the Dublin-based RTE’s
head of innovation) was blunt in his
message, saying that the smartphone
was the true ‘Swiss Army Knife’ for
broadcasters. “If you just use it as a phone
or to check e-mails then it’s like owning
a Ferrari but only driving in first gear.
Mobile journalism is all about offthe-shelf kit. The days of the 80,000
euros news crew are numbered.
Today we can do the same for much
less than 5,000 euros. It is the story
that is everything.” Mulcahy showed delegates impressive
footage all of which had been captured on a smartphone,
which he said were getting better every day, and are now
4K, HDR and HEVC.”
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Perhaps even more technically challenging was
Swisscom Television’s Thomas Rajman, who
worked with drinks company Red Bull to create
six, live, simultaneous events from cable cars in
the Swiss Alps (Gondeli 2017), some with DJs
and some with music groups. Using mobile
technology and Sony cloud-based remote
switching transmission, these events were
viewed by an audience of more than
200,000 in number.
Another event at the Locarno Film Festival this August
witnessed live reports and back-stage interviews, which
generated 120 stories and 700 minutes of broadcast. Their
biggest worry was whether the huge audience in the Piazza
would swamp the signals.
Ad-revenues are the lifeblood of commercial broadcasters
and their situation is increasingly complex. Mix in the many
options created by the shift to non-linear, plus discoverable
devices, and programmatic, impressions and targeting and
then the future prospects of true addressability, and you
have a “really big deal” to solve.
Aswin Navin (CEO/Samba TV) agreed, adding that
consumers today have unlimited access to
content; however, advertisers still needed
to address those viewers and users —
definitely super-fascinating that TV is
getting more addressable and, thereby,
more measurable.
Automation tools and advanced analytics
are all helping, said Jon Block (VP/EMEA,
product and placement at Videology)
and he welcomed the prospects
of dynamic ad-insertion. He did
caution that regulation and legal
requirements could make life more
difficult. The panel agreed that the threat from FANG
(“which we haven’t bashed enough yet” said one), and a
Netflix ‘freemium’ model could appear by 2019 “which
might be very interesting.”

Liz Ross, CEO at Freeview in Australia,
warned that their research revealed that
viewers don’t like multiple “colored
buttons” and she was anxious about
menu-driven options. “Don’t design
a system for youngsters. They’ll get it
anyway. Design for older viewers, in
the mass-market and elderly.” She was
also concerned about any ‘IP-based
broadcast’ system that went to rural
and countryside locations where fiber
would never be available.
Lindsay-Davies welcomed the extra
viewer choices available, but cautioned
that ‘transmissions’ had to scale, and
technology had to work. “We have
a major test suite in London and
engineers are sometimes brought to
near-tears trying to get their technology
running. I fear that we may not be on a
gentle flight-path, but fast-approaching
a cliff-edge. And where’s the
bandwidth? How do we overcome
capped data-rates? I don’t think we
have all the answers.”
* FANG: Facebook, Amazon, Netflix and Google

Senior Contributor Chris Forrester is a well-known broadcast
journalist and industry consultant. He reports on all aspects of
broadcasting with special emphasis on content, the business
of television and emerging applications. He founded Rapid
TV News and has edited Interspace and its successor, Inside
Satellite TV, since 1996. He also files for Advanced-Television.
com. In November of 1998, Chris was appointed an Associate
(professor) of the prestigious Adham Center for Television
Journalism, part of the American University in Cairo (AUC), in
recognition of his extensive coverage of the Arab media market.

IBC’s common theme this year was to embrace some of the
hype but to not forget the viewer. Richard Lindsay-Davies
(CEO, Digital Television Group) warned, “Whatever we do,
we must put the viewer first.”
Justin Gupta, ex-BBC and now Google’s head
of broadcast and Entertainment, said IP is
changing everything and the viewer benefits
from this change. He said that some former
niche topics, such as e-Sports, had been
brought to life by YouTube and were now
mainstream, thanks to IP.
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Future HTS Satellite Output Section Design
An AsiaSat Tech Focus

T

by Hai HU, Senior Communications Systems Engineer, AsiaSat

he recently launched multi-spot beam High
Throughput Satellite (HTS) systems that are capable
of delivering several tens to more than 100 Gbps
throughput, reveal to the users as well as the
satellite operators an opportunity to significantly lower the
cost of the satellite data service that has been dominated
by the wide beam Fixed Satellite Service (FSS) satellites.

and, hence, the total throughput that
can be harvested.

To accommodate even higher data-intensive services in the
future and compete with the ground broadband providers in
some under-served markets, a much more competitive and
advanced HTS system should be envisaged. A system that
can support at least one magnitude higher throughput and
is fully flexible in relocating the payload resources.

Technologies for the Future HTS Output Section
An HTS repeater system consists of the input section and the
output section. The input section is mainly the low power
payload of the HTS, which handles the received uplink signal
from the gateway forward beams and the user return beams.

In the roadmap to the future HTS, one of the most critical
elements lies in the output section design, which handles the
high power microwave signals. The output performance is
directly related to the spacecraft sizing, spectrum efficiency

This article describes and compares the feasible output
section technologies and implementation configurations
that can practically improve the future HTS’ throughput
and flexibilities.

The input section picks up the RF carriers from the receiving
(Rx) antenna, amplifies them, converts the frequencies and
then routes them to the output section. The output section
is mainly the high power payload of the HTS, which power
amplifies the signals routed from the input section, and

Figure 1. A future multi-beam HTS layout over East Asia for > 1Tbps throughput
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then feeds them to the designated downlink beams by the
transmitting (Tx) antenna. The HTS antenna system receives
the input signal and transmits the output signal of the same
beam simultaneously from the same cluster feed.

consumption and even higher processing speeds. The only
limitation is, with just DCP, the beam throughput flexibility
cannot be truly fulfilled without the design change on the
output section.

A future Tbps-class HTS that covers East Asia is illustrated
in Figure 1 on the previous page. To make such high
throughput possible, the number of beams, as well as
the beam capacity of the HTS itself, must be significantly
increased. Since the beginning of HTS, most of the industry’s
efforts focused on feed cluster integration and RF payload
performance improvement. On the input section, the noise
figure is reduced to as low as possible, while on the output
section, the RF output power is augmented to as high as
possible. This results in a high overall link carrier-to-noise
ratio, so the capacity of each beam and the whole satellite can
be enhanced.

A desirable “future-proof” HTS must possess the true
throughput flexibilities, including:

Unfortunately, the more challenging problem now faced is
that not all of the designed capacity could be consumed.
With more HTS joining the competition, simply increasing
the throughput for a future HTS design may not be enough.
What the HTS operators craved for is full flexibility in order
to readily reassign the payload resource during the lifetime
of the satellite.
On the input section, the flexibility can be realized by a
digital channelizing processor (DCP). A typical onboard DCP
is capable of the signal carrier’s digitization, segmentation,
routing, reassembling and multi-casting between different
beams, easily achieving the star, mesh and loopback network topologies as required.

1) Beam bandwidth (BW) adjustability
2) Beam power adjustability
3) Beam shape adjustability
With the use of DCP, the input BW adjustability can be
achieved by the control of carrier BW, sharpness and regrowth
levels. The band-limiting input multiplexer’s (IMUX) function
can be taken by the digital processor, as is illustrated in
Figure 2(a) and (b) on the following page. However, the
beam absolute BW is still limited by the channel BW of the
output multiplexer / de-multiplexer (OMUX).
Currently, most commercial HTS still adopt OMUX design
(Figure 2(a), (b), next page). This is because the conventional
traveling-wave tube amplifier (TWTA) is still widely used for
the microwave high power amplification.
The merits of a TWTA are the high output power, high
power-added efficiency (PAE), high operating frequency and
wide operating bandwidth. However, TWTA’s heavy mass,
bulky profile and high DC power consumption features also
virtually prevent the configuration of single beam per TWTA
for an HTS with hundreds of spot beams.

Many useful functions, such as onboard carrier spectrum
analysis, anti-uplink jamming, and gateway deployment
ramp up, can also be achieved by DCP, bringing solid
flexibility to the HTS operators.

When multiple beams per TWTA have to be configured,
carefully-designed OMUXs tailing to the TWTA output
ports must be used to channelize and route the amplified
microwave signals to the designated downlink beams. Once
the OMUXs are manufactured and installed, the output
beam BW adjustability is then constrained.

Currently, the DCP begins to be more popular and is adopted
by more and more HTS payload designs. This technology
is still quickly evolving toward the future specifications of
ultra-wide processing bandwidth (BW), lower DC power

The corresponding beam power adjustability would also
be limited due to the multi-beam per TWTA configuration.
Even though the recently-proposed tunable output filters
may help the beam’s BW flexibility, their complex tuning
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Figure 2. HTS payload evolution illustration: a). conventional fixed input/output sections, b). flexible input section with DCP, and c) flexible input/output sections
with DCP and integrated T/R module cluster feeds antenna.
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mechanisms cannot guarantee the reliability offered by the
conventional fixed OMUXs.
To realize the full flexibility of the output section, Monolithic
Microwave Integrated Circuit (MMIC) based transmit/
receive (T/R) modules have to be used and integrated with
the HTS antenna feeds. Each module contains the MMIC
low noise amplifier (LNA) and the MMIC solid-state power
amplifier (SSPA) with significantly reduced profile, mass and
DC power consumptions compared to their conventional
discrete counterparts in the input and output sections.
As shown in Figure 2(c) on the previous page, the LNA and
the SSPA in the T/R module immediately connect to the Rx
and Tx ports of each feed, introducing much lowered cable
loss and cable mass than those in a traditional HTS. With
the one T/R module per beam design, no fixed narrowband
channelizing devices are needed throughout the
signal path.
The frequency selectivity is solely driven by the DCP at
the input, implying that each beam can occupy the whole
available downlink spectrum without using the fixed multicolor scheme in a conventional HTS design. The beam
traffic and inter-beam interferences can be optimized
by the carrier frequency and BW allocations managed
by the ground system with the aid of the onboard DCP,
and, thus, the beam capacity and BW flexibility can be
greatly improved.
The MMIC-based active T/R module antenna feed is also a
cost-effective output-end solution to the future HTS, where
extremely narrow spot beams of high frequencies (e.g.,
in Ka-band) are massively deployed. Thanks to the high
antenna gain of the narrow spot beam, the downlink output
power requirement on the onboard SSPA can be relaxed,
which, in turn, reduces the cost of the MMIC module.
Traditionally, such active T/R antenna feeds are more common
in the low frequency (e.g., L- and S-band) satellite payloads
that incorporate Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) semiconductors.

With many years’ research and development in the industry,
the Gallium-Nitride (GaN) based MMICs have been gradually
adopted in the Ku- and Ka-band satellite communication
payloads, as well. The GaN-based LNA boasts of a high
robustness and higher linearity performance.
The wider band gap, higher operable junction temperature
and higher electron mobility properties of GaN semiconductor
make it more appropriate for the high frequency spaceborne power amplifier than those by GaAs.
Moreover, the relatively higher output impedance of GaN
amplifiers eases the matching network’s design, while the
high drain voltage simplifies the DC/DC power supply network’s design, which all favor the integration and packaging
of the MMIC for the HTS application.
The use of GaN MMIC also facilitates the miniaturization and
integration of the active and the passive components, e.g.,
gain blocks, phase shifters, attenuators, mixers, oscillators
and even switches and isolators that a repeater system
required, onto the same microwave chip.
With the help of specialized software and hardware
modules in the DCP, the MMIC-based active T/R array-feed
antenna system can be easily configured to realize digital
beamforming (DBF).
The DBF function is the prerequisite of the advanced beam
flexibilities, such as electrical beam-steering and beam
shape adjustment, which are beneficial to the future HTS
business when high resolution conformal coverage contours
are required.
The MMIC-based active T/R module configuration simplifies
the feed network design, not to mention the mass saving
by the T/R module itself. The complex waveguide feed
networks existing in a traditional HTS can now be replaced
by a straightforward design with much lighter cables. The
corresponding path loss saving is translated into a much
better noise figure at the input section and a higher downlink
power at the output section.

Table 1 HTS spot beam downlink EIRP trade with beam sizes and HPAs of different output power levels.
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Table 2. HTS spot beam upling G/T change with beam sizes.

The redundancy design is also made straightforward thanks
to the simplified network and the smaller beams used. If
the DBF function is equipped, any single beam failure can
be compensated by beam-forming and would only bring
graceful degradation on the coverage instead of leaving a
black hole as in a traditional HTS system.

Even the TWTA case always gives a higher downlink EIRP than
the SSPA cases — the overall link performance would not be
limited only by the beam EIRPs, the other factors such as
the inter-beam interference, inter-modulation interference,
adjacent satellite interference, uplink carrier to noise ratio,
and so on.

Output Section Performance Comparison
This section compares MMIC-based HTS output design
performance with the conventional TWTA-based HTS design.

The overall link performance can also become the bottleneck
when the beam size shrinks, leaving the high downlink EIRP
of marginal help to the throughput.

Assuming a fixed coverage area, such as China, illuminated by
the beam layouts of different beam sizes, the corresponding
number of beams and the downlink spot beam gains are
shown in the first two rows of Table 1 on the previous page.
The downlink EIRP of the spot beams with 5W, 7W, 10W SSPAs
as well as 150W TWTA cases are also shown in Table 1.

With the narrower spot beams employed in the future HTS,
the beam uplink G/T will also increase, which benefits the
uplink performance and thus the total throughput of the HTS.
The typical Ka-band beam peak G/T values of different beam
sizes are listed in Table 2 above for reference.

The SSPA operation assumes 2 dB OBO and adopts 1 beam
per amplifier configuration, while the TWTA operation
assumes 3 dB OBO and adopts 2 beams per amplifier
configuration. The beam antenna gain makes the greater
portion of the EIRP when spot beam size decreases.

The HTS throughputs and the estimated DC power
consumptions are compared in Figure 3 below using the
number of beams and beam sizes shown in Table 1 on the
previous page, while the BW per user beam is assumed to
be 250 MHz on the forward link. It can easily be found when
the beam size is larger than 0.5 degrees, the TWTA-based

Figure 3 Throughput and DC power consumption trend for an HTS covering the same area with different beam sizes and HPA types.
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solution provides more throughputs with the realizable HPA
DC power levels (<20 kW).
However, when the beam size continues to reduce, the TWTA
DC power consumption would be too high to be acceptable
on a GEO satellite platform.
On the other hand, the MMIC-SSPA based solution provides
the comparable throughput with a much lowered DC power
consumption, even when the total throughput reaches 400
Gbps (399 x 0.3 degree spot beams).
In this article, Figure 3 only compares the DC power with the
throughputs. However, other key physical parameters of a
satellite, such as the payload mass, HPA thermal dissipation,
etc., can also be compared, only with the same conclusion
reached that the MMIC-based technology would be more
competitive and cost-effective in the output section design
of a future HTS.
If taking 60 dBW EIRP as the line of demarcation of a good
downlink design, then the best trades between HTS beam
size and SSPA power level are: 5W for 0.3 degrees, 7W for
0.35 degrees and 10W for 0.4 degrees.
www.asiasat.com
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Launched on September 29, 2017, from Baikonur, Kazakhstan, AsiaSat-9 is AsiaSat’s next-generation satellite, which is planned to replace AsiaSat-4. This satellite is a
Space Systems Loral (SSL) 1300 satellite and is equipped with multiple C, Ku and Ka-band payloads. AsiaSat 9 will provide additional capacity,
enhanced power and coverage for DTH, video distribution, private networks and broadband services across APAC.
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Successes to Remember and Future Endeavors
A Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI) Personal Perspective

2

017 has been a most exciting year
for the MHI space-related business
endeavors — the company has
accomplished several impressive
events for H-IIA launch services activities
as well as the H3 development progress.
What may the future now hold for MHI?
by Dr. Ko Ogasawara

MHI’s Space Business in 2017
Let’s start with the H-IIA activities. MHI
will be committed to a total of six (6) H-IIA
Launch Service missions by the end of this
year; the company has already made four
(4) successful launches and the next two (2)
missions are scheduled to occur during Q4
of 2017.
This is the highest number of launches MHI
has accomplished in a single year. In addition
to these successes, MHI was awarded a
contract by Inmarsat in September for
Inmarsat-6F1 Launch Services.
Mr. Rupert Pearce, the CEO of Inmarsat,
stated that his firm believes that “MHI and
its H-IIA launch vehicle offer a world-class
service. With the development of the new
H3 launch vehicle, it is clear that MHI is
committed to continuing innovation, and
these are attributes that we seek in our
partners and we look forward to a long and
fruitful relationship with MHI as one of our
roster of launch partners.”
In regard to H3 developments, MHI has
been proceeding forward as the Prime
contractor. The H3 is focused on a more
“customer-oriented” launch vehicle to
satisfy various demands from domestic and
international customers.

The liftoff of H-IIA Flight No.35 in August
of 2017. Photo is courtesy of JAXA/MHI.

With support from the Japan Aerospace
Exploration Agency (JAXA), H3 development
has progressed well and as planned. By
the close of this year, system CDR (Critical
Design Reviews) of the H3 will be finalized
and then the manufacturing, verification
tests will start.
With the H-IIA heritage, such as the
high success rate and Launch Schedule
Assurance, MHI intends to fully expand the
company’s space-related business with the
upcoming H3 launch vehicle.
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If the slightest singularity is monitored in the data — even well
within the technical requirements of the H-IIA specification
— the reason for the singularity is immediately evaluated
to determine the root cause. Such focus enables MHI to
maintain the highest quality of vehicle and operations work.
During the last launch campaign — H-IIA Flight No.35 —
a slight singularity was located in one of the propulsion
system’s pressure data just two hours before liftoff, an
irregularity that was well within the technical requirement.
MHI held the launch for a few hours to determine the reason
for that singularity.
The root cause of the singularity that had initiated the hold
could not be uncovered and MHI decided to slip the launch
day. That vehicle anomaly that caused the delay was the first
time in six years such had occurred to MHI. Since then, staff
has literally worked day and night to minimize the launch
delay and have managed to uncover the root cause and to
then recover the system within just one week.
MHI is quite proud of the staff members who were so
determined and dedicated in correcting the problem and
obtaining a full recovery — MHI always has in mind to place
the highest value on customer satisfaction. Throughout this
launch campaign, MHI is confident that the engineering
team’s know-how and expertise have been raised to a much
higher level.
The MHI H3 Launch Vehicle family.

Launch Schedule Assurance
With the latest launch on August 19, MHI marked 35
consecutive successful launches that range from 2005 by the
H-IIA and H-IIB with more than 97 percent success rate.
Along with the success rate, “Launch Schedule Assurance”
(On-time Launch) is yet another characteristic MHI sticks to
as the strength of the firm’s current H-IIA Launch Services. In
fact, On-time Launch has been highly rated by MHI’s potential
customers and has led to H-IIA Launch Services contracts.
Actually, MHI’s on-time launch rate from H-IIA Flight No.13
in 2007, when MHI initiated Launch Services, rises over 90
percent, excluding delays caused from bad weather.

Important Essence of the H3 Development

The H3 development started in 2014 and is forging ahead,
as scheduled. The maiden flight of H3 is planned for 2020,
when Japan will host the Tokyo Olympic Games.
As mentioned previously, the H3 has been designed to be a
more “customer-oriented” launch vehicle in order to ensure
satisfaction for a broad range of customers. The following
three points summarize the company’s H3 concepts.
•

Affordable pricing

•

A safe environment conditions for satellites

•

Convenient Launch Services (launch will occur within
12 months of a signed contract)

This feature is highly valued by the company’s international
customers, such as Inmarsat and the United Arab Emirates
(UAE) government, the latter having placed a launch order
with MHI.

A truly new development item for the H3 is the first stage
engine called LE-9. Save for the first stage engine, system
development activities have been targeted to reduce overall
costs from the current H-IIA heritage.

One of the reasons why MHI maintains the high success
rate and Launch ScheduleAssurance is rooted in the firm’s
“Quality Management System.” Experienced engineers
and inspectors continuously monitor about 5,000 points
of key hardware parameters from the very early stage of
manufacturing to final preparation for launch.

In example, the solid rocket booster gimbal system has been
removed in H3 thanks to higher thrust of clustered LE-9 main
engines that are now attached at the tail of the core vehicle.
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Engineering model of LE-9. Photo is courtesy of JAXA.

For the newly developed LE-9, the engine cycle is identical
to the current H-IIA second stage engine. This is simpler than
the current first stage engine cycle that has been applied
on LE-7A.
The number of parts on LE-9 have also been reduced by 70
percent over the current LE-7A and that is the key feature
enabling such impressive cost reductions.
With these features, the ”LE-9” Engineering Model has
now been designed and manufactured, with hot-firing tests
already successfully conducted on schedule.

Through the implementation of the upcoming H3 Launch
Services, MHI be able to make significant contributions to
institutional and international customers. With the technical
heritage of H-IIA launch Services, such as more than a 97
percent success rate with more than 90 percent of on-time
launch rate, the company will be able to provide many more
customer-oriented Launch Services with the H3, including a
lower pricing perspective.
With the aforementioned services and products integrated
firmly within MHI’s offerings to the launch community,
considerable success will continue to gain momentum within
the firm’s business portfolio.
http://h2a.mhi.co.jp/en/index.html
Phone: 81-3-6716-311 (Main)

Hot firing tests of LE-9. Photo is courtesy of JAXA.
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Mobile Satellite Users Association (MSUA) Uplink

I

An Interview with J. Alberto Palacios, Chief Executive Officer, Globalsat Group
by Catherine Melquist, President, MSUA

had the chance to catch up with MSUA member, J.
Alberto Palacios, CEO of the Globalsat Group at the
Satellite Innovation Symposium (SIS) in Silicon Valley.
Recognized by Frost & Sullivan as the
“2016 Latin America Satellite Company
of the Year,” Globalsat Group is a
mobile satellite services (MSS) with
offices in the United States, Bolivia,
Brazil, Chile, Columbia, Peru,
Argentina and Mexico.

Globalsat Group has expertise in a
wide range of vertical markets and is
heavily involved in both the disaster
response and recovery of areas
recently impacted by natural disasters.
We talked specifically about Puerto Rico and the support
Globalsat has been providing to the people of that region.
Catherine Melquist
Puerto Rico is still struggling to communicate after Hurricane
Maria. According to the latest update from the Federal
Communications Commission, more than 90 percent of
the island’s cellphone towers are still out of service. The
communications infrastructure is shattered thwarting
recovery efforts throughout the island. However satellite
communications have been deployed and are playing a
critical life and death role. What is your understanding
of the situation today and how, specifically, is Globalsat
Group involved?
J. Alberto Palacios
As soon as information came in about what
was happening on the island,
it became quite clear that
MSS was going to play an
important role. We were
able to anticipate this to
some extent, and working
in tandem with our local
partner we delivered equipment on
chartered flights, some of it in the form of
explicit aid and some to make available on a
commercial basis.

Catherine Melquist
Is mobile satellite connectivity still needed and for
what purposes?
J. Alberto Palacios
Very much so. Coordinating help efforts and getting the
island back to some semblance of normal requires realtime communications among the people and organizations
involved, and also requires contact with the mainland.
Ten days after the start of the disaster 90 percent of the
cellular infrastructure continued to be non-functional, both
because it was directly affected physically and also as the
result of power lines being cut and backup fuel being scarce.
In contrast, L-band mobile satellite terminals have internal
batteries, can be charged from solar panels and do not rely
on any local infrastructure, so they are precisely what the
community needs to get the area back on its feet, and will
continue to need for a few days at least. Services are not
being restored at a quick rate.
Catherine Melquist
Satellite mobile connectivity is available in multiple forms
from handheld voice communications to high-speed data
connectivity. What type of connectivity is still needed?
J. Alberto Palacios
Satellite phone service, especially with the convenience of
being interoperable with PTT systems and the traditional
landline and cellular networks as they come back online,
is an essential need for so many things, but society is also
increasingly reliant on internet-based services.

We provided extra support to our partner
by sending Robert Bradshaw, part of our
Globalsat U.S. team and an ex-U.S. Navy
member. This allowed us to make sure
users on the ground were trained to make
good use of the equipment and services.
I’ve also scheduled a visit myself in the
next days to continue with our support and
have a deeper understanding of this kind
of event.
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Aid workers need to fill in web-based forms for aid to make it
where it is most needed, people need to be able to signal to
their families that they are all right and ask for the support which
family can provide in times of crisis, media needs to be able to
show what has happened and relay instructions from authorities,
government and business needs to rebuild and function, banks
especially need to provide service, so mobile satellite internet
can make this possible and enable fast recovery.
Several different technology offerings are available, ranging
from highly portable low bandwidth (less than 500 Kbps is often
quite enough) to multi-megabit per second portable VSAT
solutions, which can provide enough bandwidth for a bank
central office, a hospital or the command center at City Hall.
Catherine Melquist
What are the challenges getting satellite terminals into
Puerto Rico and into the hands of emergency response crew?
J. Alberto Palacios
At this time, logistics are extremely challenging. For obvious
reasons priority is going to basics like food, fuel, and
medicine because lives depend directly on those, but we
have been able to get through with equipment, and we trust
things will get much better soon.
Catherine Melquist
How can satellite mobile connectivity suppliers lend
additional support at this time?
J. Alberto Palacios
Demand remains high and aid organizations and government
should be the priority. The media has shown how severe
conditions are on the island, so clients can understand why
they might have to wait a little more than anticipated for
their terminals, and that by being patient they are helping
equipment go first into the hands of people and institutions
which can help the most at this time.
Also, some service plans are priced in tiers where price
increases after certain thresholds, in many cases we can
deactivate said thresholds. Providers can tell where phones
are being used, so it is easy to distinguish between aid and
recovery efforts and standard tourism.
Catherine Melquist
What’s the best way for satellite phone suppliers to
collaborate with emergency response crews such as FEMA
and The National Guard?
J. Alberto Palacios
Organizations which operate in disaster response do not
have time to deal with issues that may arise such as expired
prepaid cards or traffic thresholds or geofences, so the more
we can relax those kinds of limits or anticipate them and
offer quick solutions then the better they will be able to do
their job, which is really urgent.

In the specific case of Globalsat Group, we operate the
AirtimeSat billing and provisioning platform; this cloudbased system allows us to look up call records, provision SIM
cards, download invoices, set traffic alerts and many other
time saving features.
Catherine Melquist
What can the satellite mobility community learn from
Puerto Rico?
J. Alberto Palacios
Actually, the MSS community has a clear vision of what is
needed. What has happened in Texas, Florida and Puerto
Rico has been very visible because we live in a U.S.-centered
media landscape, but disasters are unfortunately happening
very often—almost all the time—in other parts of the world,
so we have learned quite a bit already.
Perhaps this kind of exposure can help the rest of the
community understand the value of preparedness. This is
key because even though the technology is readily available,
getting it into the right hands before disaster strikes can be
a challenge.
Catherine Melquist
How does the mobility community get ahead of the next
natural disaster to guarantee that supplies are available
and readily accessible for emergency response and
reconstruction needs?
J. Alberto Palacios
There are undoubtedly things we can do, like increase stock
in a geographically spread out kind of way. Actually in our
case we already do that, because Globalsat Group operates
as multiple connected but separate entities in nine countries.
However, I believe we all need to help our customers
understand how important it is for them to be prepared,
and this means not only having the technology in their
hands when the time comes, it also means being familiar
with it, tests and drills need to be routine so the use of MSS
is second-nature and not something that gets in the way
during an emergency.
About MSUA
Satellite mobility is revolutionizing the operations of
maritime, aeronautical, enterprise businesses and
governments worldwide. The Mobile Satellite Users
Association is a non-profit association dedicated
to promoting satellite mobility innovations and
development of the satellite mobility market worldwide.
Join MSUA and to take part in this vital community.
Additional information is available at
www.msua.org/
Editor’s note: Our thanks to the MSUA for allowing
SatMagazine to repurpose this interview from the
organization’s online infosite posting.
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“Extreme Service” in the Satellite Industry
An IsoTropic Networks Perspective

I

by Hank Zbierski, Chief Catalyst and Co-Founder, IsoTropic Networks

soTropic Networks is a category-of-one provider in
the VSAT market, servicing diverse industries such as
enterprise, maritime, oil and gas, and SCADA.

The company faces the same challenge as any service
provider in this age of rapid industry growth: to deliver
higher network performance and compelling new services,
all the while lowering operating costs in order to pass the
savings on to the firm’s end customers.
Today, the company believes there is a measure of success
that’s more critical than ever — “extreme service” — and
this means a lightning-fast response to customer needs.
IsoTropic possesses 25 years of providing hyper-responsive
service and now embraces the latest iDirect technology, from
high throughput remotes to the next generation DVB-S2X,
to stay on the cutting edge of the satellite communications
(SATCOM) industry. Extreme service matters and smaller,
more agile service providers have an enduring advantage in
SATCOM market segments.
Jump to Serve
There’s a lot of talk about network speeds; however, there’s
also no room for latency or downtime when it comes to
helping the firm’s customers maintain their service. Every
connection is mission critical.
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At IsoTropic,
there’s no
bureaucratic
red tape to
prevent the firm from addressing customers’ needs within
minutes. Thanks to the company’s fleet of aircraft, a problem
can be discovered in the morning and an onsite fix can occur
that same afternoon.
Owners of the Relationship
Treating every account as the most important account may
sound impossible, but that is the only way to ensure the best
service out there is being delivered. The company gets to know
and understand the customers’ businesses in order for the
most creative and proactive solutions to be rapidly delivered.
No-Questions-Asked Connectivity
IsoTropic clients want more for less. Internet connectivity
is now considered a right, not just a service. The company
needed to futureproof the network to the point where the
company’s systems and infrastructure operate with reduced
complexity as well as meet the technical and pricing
challenges of clients.
The questions of “how much” or “how fast” or “how long”
should never be an issue in today’s realities when providing
communications — that’s why IsoTropic constantly improves
the services and knowledge to respond to this unflagging
connectivity demand.
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Doubling Down on the Future
At IsoTropic, the firm invests in the next generation of
technology and in the team. When the time arrives for my
wife, Lynn, and me to step aside from the business, the
plan is to pass the business down to our daughter and son,
Melissa and Ryan. They represent the next growth phase of
what IsoTropic is able to offer and they possess new ideas
and a dedication to service that they learned as they grew
up with the company.
As this family continues to bring customers this forwardlooking level of service, IsoTropic is also partnering with
iDirect on a technology upgrade from Evolution® to the
iDirect Velocity® platform. We have worked with iDirect
for more than 20 years and that company is delivering
service providers with high-performance technology and a
new cost model for building out networks in a highly costeffective manner.
All of the company’s Evolution-only line cards are being
upgraded to Universal Line Cards that can run both Evolution
and iDirect Velocity Networks, as well as support the new
iDirect iQ series remotes.
Drive Down Cost
Total cost of ownership is one of the largest barriers to
growth for satellite service operators. This currently is being
widely addressed through the universal shift from hardware
to software-based solutions to save on infrastructure
investment and lag time between stages of development.
Selecting flexible technology does more than improve
service for customers — leveraging HTS and DVB-S2X is a
top priority to keep the firm a step ahead of competitors and
to be ready for future technology standards.

The satellite communications industry is growing rapidly and
iDirect provides an easy migration to their iDirect Velocity
platform with advanced capabilities to leverage HTS and
DVB-S2X for the lowest total cost of ownership and highest
level of customer service.
With iDirect’s next generation technology, IsoTropic
will be able to increase the ability to serve live, complex
communications across a growing client base. This upgrade
will provide the infrastructure foundation necessary to launch
IsoTropic’s next generation of services and give the company
the ability to prepare for future customer requirements.

Integrate Quickly with Newest Technologies
Satellite service providers stand the best chance to earn the
role of communications provider if they make the correct
technology upgrades now. The core of these investments
should be in bandwidth escalation and diversity to support
real-time, data-intensive applications across satellite’s
growing and differentiating customer base.

This business has become a trusted presence in the satellite
industry, which is the reason iDirect was selected — great
design, time-honored quality is obtained as well as a good,
firm handshake from iDirect — which is exactly what IsoTropic
strives to give its customers, every day and every minute.

The service providers that can provide customers the best
network performance possible, with the most responsive
service possible and always be ready to adopt the latest
technology, will be the ones to stay on the front lines of new
market opportunities.

www.idirect.net

www.isosat.net

Hank Zbierski is Chief Catalyst and co-founder of IsoTropic
Networks, a global satellite communications provider. For
more than 25 years, Hank has used his methodical, natural
intuition and perception to craft incredibly effective satellite
communications solutions for the financial, utility, retail and
corporate continuity markets.
An accomplished aviator, Hank is constantly striving to set
time/distance speed records while flying to a customer site.
A lover of animals (large or small), he especially enjoys his
multiple personality German Shepherd, Cybil.
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Flying Better and Safer by Satellite

S

An SSPI “Better Satellite World” Perspective

atellite technology is getting ready to make your
next airplane flight a whole lot better.

Once a luxury experience for the well-heeled,
airplane travel has become a regular part of life for most of
us, at least in the affluent parts of the world. In 2015, people
took 3.4 billion airplane trips, up 700% from only 432 million
in 1975. People in high-income countries accounted for two
out of every three trips.
Affordable air travel is good. Not so good are long, boring
flights packed too tight with too little to do. Infuriating delays
that ripple through the overburdened system like a bad case
of the flu... and,occasionally, the terrifying moment when a
flight disappears, never to be seen again.
The world’s airlines and air traffic managers have a solution
to all these problems – and the solution is satellite.
Staving Off Boredom — and Saving Billions
For better or worse, being connected is central to modern
life. The screen rules, whether it is the phone in your pocket
or purse, the tablet in your hand or the laptop in your bag.

Not so long ago, however, the screen’s domain ended at
the aircraft door. Phones and laptops were switched off
for takeoff and landing, and once airborne, there wasn’t
much to do with them but play games or catch up on
work. But starting in 2009, airlines began installing WiFi
aboard their aircraft.
Passengers loved it — until they gave it a try. Those early
systems connected to the ground directly, so they only
worked over land. The high costs, slow speeds and spotty
coverage made it less like surfing and more like standing still.
Then satellite got into the game and things changed fast. A
new generation of satellites brought multi-megabit speeds
into the cabin for everything from email and social media to
online shopping.
Wonders from a Magic Box
Delivering high-quality broadband on a fast-moving
plane isn’t easy. Satellite-powered WiFi systems did not
get rave reviews at first, because connections remained
slow and spotty.

Photo is courtesy of Bill Larkins.
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RELIANCE ON SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY HAS NEVER BEEN HIGHER

However, innovators such as Panasonic Avionics, which
has been installing in-flight entertainment (IFE) technology
for decades, also pioneered systems to deliver highspeed Internet access and live television. Panasonic’s third
generation platform uses a state-of-the art satellite modem
from a Belgian company named Newtec.

Regulations require flight crews to radio their location to
air traffic control centers they pass. This all works extremely
well most of the time — but flights do sometimes vanish.
The most recent and infamous case was Malaysia Airlines
flight 370, which disappeared in 2014 while carrying 239
passengers over the Indian Ocean.

Raw speed is one improvement. Clever engineering, as part
of a product called Newtec Dialog®, doubles the amount of
data that can go over a satellite connection.

Flight 370 was equipped with a tracking technology called
ADS-B, which reports position, altitude and speed every
6-12 seconds. The trouble is that ADS-B only talks to groundbased control centers and other ADS-B equipped aircraft.
Once beyond range of land, ADS-B signals are lost.

The Newtec modem also fixes a problem unique to aircraft.
Planes travel so fast, moving either toward or away from
a satellite, that the signal experiences the Doppler effect,
rising in frequency as the aircraft flies toward the satellite
and dropping in frequency as it flies away.
The Doppler effect can corrupt the data it carries. To
counteract it, Newtec’s modem tracks, predicts and
compensates for the Doppler shift every second, so your
data keeps flowing
However, that is not the last of the Newtec Dialog® tricks.
Early satellite service was spotty for a reason. A fast-moving
plane crosses from the beam of one satellite to another in
its flight. When that happens, older modems were forced to
reset themselves, which interrupted service.
The Newtec modem, custom-designed for Panasonic,
operates three receivers simultaneously. Two receivers are
used to establish a connection with a new satellite beam
before breaking the connection with the old one, — and
users never notice the switch. The third receiver is used
for simultaneous live TV reception on Panasonic’s global
satellite network.

New satellite technology is changing all that — Inmarsat,
the company founded to bring communication to ships at
sea, announced upgrades to its network to support global
aircraft tracking and Qatar Airlines became its first customer
in 2017. A new company called Aireon, partnering with the
satellite phone company Iridium, will begin offering satellite
detection of ADS-B in 2018.
Every flight starts with a briefing about the items aboard the
aircraft that are designed to keep passengers safe, from seat
belts and life preservers to inflatable rafts. Today, more and
more of those items are digital services that are delivered by
satellite. You can thank those orbiting assets for keeping you
safe, entertained and informed as you fly to your destination.
Produced for SatMagazine by Space & Satellite Professionals
International — please see more stories and videos of satellite
making a better world at www.bettersatelliteworld.com.
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A 2016 research report projects that providing connectivity
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2025, up from $700 million in 2015. Whether anybody makes
money on that service, however, is another matter.
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Airline passengers want broadband at an affordable price.
Service providers like Panasonic need to keep passengers
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make certain onboard WiFi is here to stay.
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ThePointsGuy.com, 2015
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Lowy, Phys.org, January 19, 2017
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Lost in Space
Satellites do much more for airline passengers than
make flying more fun. When airlines fly over land, air
traffic controllers track them using ground-based radar.
However, two-thirds of our planet is covered with water.
Once aircraft head out over the deep blue sea, they pass
out of radar range.
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